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1. Fundamentals of Computer 

1. What are the difference between Data and Information? 

Data Information 

a). Raw Facts and Figures Processed data 

b). Like Raw Material Like Finished Product 

c). Can’t be directly used Add to knowledge and helps decision 

making 

d). Don’t give clear sense Clear and Meaningful 

 

2. What is Data Processing? 

Data Processing is the activity to convert data into information. 

3. What are the steps in Data Processing? 

a). Capturing Data: Usually collect data through pre-described format. 

b). Input: Collected data is feeds into the computer. 

c). Storage of Data: For processing and future usage, data is stored in computer memory. 

d). Manipulating Data(Process): Various operations like calculation, classification, sorting, 

      filtering, summarizing etc.. are carried out. 

e). Outputting the result: The information obtained from the processing of the data is  

      outputted to the user according to his need. 

f). Distribution of information:  The information obtained is distributed to the user to take  

     decision or to solve problem. 

4. What is the final stage of data processing? 

Final stage of the data processing is the distribution of information. 

5. What is a source document? 

Source Document is the Performa used for data collection. 

6. What are the functional units of a computer? 

a) Input Unit 

b) Memory Unit 

c) Central Processing Unit(CPU) ( Arithmetic and Logic Unit-ALU and Control Unit-CU) 

d) Output unit 

7. Explain the characteristics of a computer. 

Advantages of Computer: 

a). Speed: A Computer can perform millions of Operations in a second. It can do in a minute 

      as much work as a man can do in a year. 

b). Accuracy:  A Computer can perform Arithmetic calculations with a very high degree of  

     accuracy. 

c). Diligence: Though Computer is a machine , it can operate for long hours . It will not show   

      any emotions or disobedience. 

d). Versatility: The computer is versatile tool. It can be used to perform many different kinds  

       of processing tasks. 

e). Huge Memory: Computers have enormous memory capacity. Huge volumes of data can  
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      be stored in its memory for processing. 

Disadvantages of Computer: 

a). Lack of IQ: They don’t have the power to make judgment of their own . If a computer is  

      given with wrong instructions or invalid data , it  may not identify them. 

b). Lack of decision making power: Computer can’t take decisions their own and they do not  

     possess the intuition capacity, which are the asset of human being. 

c). No emotion: Machines do not have any emotions or feelings 

8. Convert the following Decimal numbers to Binary, Octal and Hexadecimal form. 

a)45 ,   b)54 ,  c)74 

   Binary  

 

To convert decimal number to binary, divide the number continuously by 2 and write 

down the reminders in bottom to top order. 

 

   

        54            2     74 

         2      45          2      

      27    0      2     37         0 

                                 2          22             1      2 

      13            1     2      18          1 

                                 2          11          0       2 

       6    1     2        9       0 

                                 2            5             1      2 

                 2        4          1 

        2         2         1      2  3            0 

                 2         2          0 

        2               1         0    2 1            1  

                                                                                                       2           1          0 

           0         1       0  1 

                                                                                                                     0         1   

Ans. 1011012      1101102                              10010102 

Octal 

To convert decimal number to Octal, divide the number continuously by 8 and write 

down the reminders in bottom to top order. 
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 8 45                       8         54                                 8      74    

              8              5        5          8            6       6                        8       9         2 

                             0        5                      0          6                         8      1           1  

                                 8      0           1 

Ans:  558     668      1128 

 

Hexa Decimal 

To convert decimal number to Hexadecimal, divide the number continuously by 16 

and write down the reminders in bottom to top order. If the remainders are above 9 

write uppercase alphabets up to F( eg.  10  as A ,11 as B… 15 as F) 

 

 16 45                      16       54                                 16      74    

              16         2       13           16         3         6                       16        4       10      

                             0        2                      3          3                                   0        4  

                                

Ans:  2D16      3616                             4A16 

 

      9.  Convert the following Decimal numbers to Binary. 

  a) 35. 125,    b)  57.625 

          To convert  fractional number to binary,  

                  a)Convert the integer part as divide the number continuously by 2 and write down the  

         reminders in bottom to top order. 

    b). Convert the  fractional part as, multiply continuously by 2 and write down the      

                numbers to the left of decimal point  in top down order, 
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     2 35   .125 x        2 57         .625 x 

     2  17 1      2        2 28      1     2 

     2 8 1          0 .250  x       0       2   14      0            1   .250 x     1  

     2 4 0      2         2  7       0     2 

     2 2           0         0  . 500 x        0           2       3       1           0   .500 x      0 

                 2       1           0                             2                         2        1       1                     2 

                           0          1                    1  . 000          1                      0       1          1  . 000         1 

   Ans:-  100011. 0012      111001. 1012  

 

10.  Convert the following binary numbers to octal and hexadecimal.  

I).  10111101100112,  b). 11110111001110112 

 

     To convert a binary number to octal, the binary number is divided into groups of three  

from the Octal point to left in case  of integer( Octal point to right in case  of fraction ). Then 

each group is replaced with their octal equivalent.  

 

a) 001   011  110  110  011          b). 001  111   011  100  111  011 

1          3      6      6        3           1       7        3      4       7      3   

          136638      1734738 

                II). To convert a binary number to hexadecimal, the binary number is divided into groups of   

            four  from the hexadecimal point to left in case  of integer(hexadecimal point to right in  

            case of fraction ). Then each group is replaced with their hexadecimal equivalent. 

 

            a).  0001  0111  1011  0011                                   b). 1111  0111  0011  1011 

    1         7         B         3           F          7         3        B    

                        17B316          F73B16 

11.  Convert the following octal numbers to binary. 

      a). 64578 

 

   To convert an octal number to binary, write down the binary equivalent of each digit in  

     Order. 
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     64578             110  100  101  111       1101001011112 

 

12.  Convert the following hexadecimal numbers to binary. 

       a). 6Ca716   

 

           To convert a hexadecimal number to binary, write down the binary equivalent of  

             each digit in  order.  

 6CA716           0110  1100  1010  0111            01101100101001112 

 

13. Find answer 

a). 1100112 + 11012,   b). 111012 +11002 

       a)  1100112  +   b).  11101  + 

             001101           01100   

           10000002                                           1010012 

 

14. What are different types of integer representation? 

a). Signed Magnitude method: Here one additional bit(0  in case of positive and 1  in case     

      of negative number) is added to the left of the integer representation 

     eg. I).  +110010102            0110010102   ii). -10111012          110111012 

b). 1’s Compliment method: 1’s compliment is used to represent negative binary number. 

       It is obtained by replacing the binary digits with it’s compliment (0 by 1 and 1 by 0). 

      Eg. 1’s compliment of 11011012  is 00100102 

c). 2’s compliment Method: It is also for represent negative binary number. We can get 2’s  

      compliment by adding 1 to the 1’s compliment of the number. 

       Eg.  1’s compliment of 11011012  is 0010010 + 1            00100112 

d).  Mantissa Exponent Method(Floating Point Representation):- Any number can be 

represented by this method. A real number has integer part and fractional part 

eg. 12.653 

    This can be represented as 0.12653 X 10
2 

Here 0.12653 is known as Mantissa and 2 is known as the exponent. 

15.   Find 1’s compliment and  2’s compliment of -25 and -48. 

    a). -25  = 110012 

 it’s 1’s compliment is 00110   and 2’s compliment is 00111( 00110+1) 

    b). -48 = 1100002  

              it’s 1’s compliment is 001111   and 2’s compliment is 010000( 001111+1) 

 

       16. How the data are represented in computer memory ? 

              a). ASCII: American Standard Code for Information Interchange is a 7 bit code. It can  
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                 represent 2
7
 ie. 128 characters. 

             b). EBCDEC: Extended Binary Coded  DECimal. It is an 8 bit code which can represent   

        2
8  

ie. 256 characters  

              c). UNICODE: It is a 16 bit or 32 bit code which can represent 2
32

 characters.  It is used to  

      represent  all the characters used in the written languages in the world.  


